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Abstract: 

 

Theatre scholars have noted the ways in which contemporary Russian theatre has—to varying 

degrees—responded to increased conservatism in Putin’s Russia (Beumers and Lipovetsky 2009, 

Freedman 2014). Most prominent in this respect is Moscow’s Teatr.doc, were performances 

tackle controversial issues, including the repression of the LGBTQ community (Vyti iz shkafa, 

2017), government corruption (BerlusPutin, 2013), and prisoner rights (Dlia tango dvoe ne 

nuzhni, 2017). But making politically charged theatre has come at a price for institutions and the 

people running them. In 2014 Teatr.doc was forced to relocate and now is housed in the 

basement of an apartment complex; the accountant at Kirill Serebrennikov’s iconoclastic Gogol 

Center was arrested in May 2017 and Serebrennikov himself called in for questioning. The 

pretense in both cases was grounded in Russian law—the former for not adhering to building 

regulations, and the latter for alleged misuse of government funds. Although the authorities 

claim to be acting under the auspices of existing legal codes, commentators argue that the 

investigations have a double-meaning: theatres that push back against the status quo will meet 

with measures sure to hinder, if not cripple, their productions. 

 

Regardless of mounting pressures, Russian playwrights continue to produce works that challenge 

established norms. This paper examines new directions in the works of contemporary 

playwrights, analyzing three premieres of the 2017 Moscow season that openly address female 

sexuality: Evgenii Kozachkov’s Persona at the Gogol Center; Svetlana Zemliakova’s Babushki 

at Praktika; and Marina Klesheva’s Dlia tango dvoe ne nuzhni at Teatr.doc. Textual analysis 

combined with documentation of each performance will demonstrate that these works mark a 

shift in contemporary theatrical discourse in Russia. Whereas earlier works of Russia’s New 

Drama relied on hyper-naturalism to relay lived experience, these works use methods of 

playfulness (song, dance, humor) to address trauma. In the cases of Persona, Babushki, and Dlia 

tango dvoe ne nuzhni, female characters use gaiety and playfulness as acts of defiance and self-

affirmation. 
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